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Introduction: MRI is becoming exceedingly widespread. Implantation rates of medical devices 
are also on the rise [1-3], making it increasingly likely that a patient undergoing an MRI exam 
will have some sort of implanted medical device. Devices must be tested for MRI compatibility 
and safety, to ensure they do not malfunction and/or harm the patient. The radiofrequency (RF) 
induced-heating test measures peak device temperature after 6 minutes to determine whether 
a device is considered safe. This method often exaggerated the severity of device heating, and 
thus a new thermal dose assessment metric was introduced. 

Cumulative Equivalent Minutes at 43°C (CEM43) allowed direct comparison of various time-
temperature combinations, and correlated well with thermal damage in tissue [4]. Unfortunately, 
much of these data were in vitro/small animal studies, sometimes done without accurate 
thermometry at the heating site. Another contributor to uncertainty is R, a constant derived from 
experimental data on tissue response to heating (R=0.25 if ΔT<6°C, R=0.5 if ΔT>6°C). It is 
hypothesized that uncertainty in CEM43 will be too large to make valid claims on device safety.

Methods: Propagation of uncertainty in CEM43 is dominated by 3 terms, each describing the 
contribution to overall uncertainty from the CEM43 equation: time, temperature change, and R. 
Uncertainty in time (σt) is negligible, leaving us with uncertainty in ΔT (σΔT) and R (σR). Three 
models were analyzed in MATLAB (R2018B): uncertainty in CEM43 based on σΔT alone 
(model 1A), σR alone (model 1B), and σΔT & σR together (model 1C). Test duration = 6 
minutes, ΔT = 9°C, σΔT = 1.41°C, σR = 0.08/0.137 (below/above ΔT = 6°C, respectively).

Results: Model 1C had the largest uncertainty in CEM43 = 409 minutes, followed by model 1A 
= 407 minutes, and then model 1B = 39.5 minutes.

Discussion: Most data on tissue-specific thermal damage thresholds are between 0-240 
minutes, but this includes data where significant functional/histological damage was observed. 
With thresholds for minor/reversible thermal damage often <80 minutes, an uncertainty in 
CEM43 of ~ 400 minutes (model 1A and 1C) does not allow for meaningful conclusions to be 
drawn from this metric. Even if σΔT was driven to a negligible value (e.g. by using resistance 
temperature detectors), uncertainty in CEM43 due to σR alone (model 1B) = 40 mins. This 
analysis renders CEM43 insufficiently resistant to uncertainty, meaning it cannot be used alone 
to evaluate device safety in humans.
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